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What are the key benefits of implementing tomosynthesis in screening programmes?

The key benefits are the higher sensitivity (i.e., the higher cancer detection rate) and the higher specificity (i.e., the lower recall rate) using this
new technique.

 

What the key points from the Norwegian experiences that you will be presenting?

My experience from the Norwegian experience is based on the preliminary results from the Oslo Tomosynthesis Screening Trial (OTST)1. A
main important finding is the significantly higher cancer detection rate. The additionally detected cancers are all invasive cancers, and the
number of ductal-carcinoma in-situ (DCIS) is practically unchanged. A further important finding is that the use of synthetic 2D images (instead of
full-field digital mammography FFDM 2D) in combination with tomosynthesis gives comparable results with FFDM 2D + tomosynthesis.
Consequently, the combination 2D+3D is possible with a radiation dose comparable with conventional 2D FFDM.

 

What are the major challenges in implementing tomosynthesis into breast screening programmes? How should these be addressed?

The “cost-benefit” aspect is important. Two recently published papers have, however, shown that tomosynthesis seems to be cost-effective2,3.
The examination time (for the technologist) must not be much longer than for the conventional 2D FFDM carried out today, but Hologic offers
fast tomosynthesis examination time with only some very few seconds longer than FFDM. The combination 2D+3D needs approximately the
double interpretation time by the radiologists (from about 25 sec. to 60 sec. per examination). An efficient hanging protocol is thus mandatory.
The radiation challenge is solved using synthetic 2D images reconstructed from the 3D (tomosynthesis) data set.

What more evidence is needed to bring screening with breast tomosynthesis into reality?

So far, there have been published some few retrospective studies from US and three European prospective trials on tomosynthesis in breast
cancer screening. The results of nearly all of these studies are similar, demonstrating a higher cancer detection and a lower call-back rate. The
three prospective European trials are very different in study design - although the results are comparable! Some people might want to have
these results confirmed in a couple of more prospective studies before making the final decision. What is important is the fact that tomosynthesis
is not a new “modality” but should be considered as a better “technique” (i.e., a better mammogram!). Implementation of new “modalities” like
ultrasound and MRI would be much more complicated, whereas tomosynthesis (as a better tomogram) can easily be implemented in the existing
screening programs.
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